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ONLINE PROGRAMME
WORKSHOP 1
Thursday 6 May 2021, 14:00–17:30 BST
Sessions 1 & 2
ABSTRACTS AND SPEAKER/CHAIR BIOGRAPHIES
14:00 – Welcome and Introductions
Frances Fowle (University of Edinburgh / National Galleries of Scotland)
Johannes Nathan (TIAMSA / Technische Universität Berlin)
Juan Cruz (Principal, Edinburgh College of Art, University of Edinburgh)
Christopher Baker (Director of European and Scottish Art and Portraiture, National Galleries of
Scotland)
Session 1 – Museums and Art Dealers (Part I)
Chair: Frances Fowle (University of Edinburgh and National Galleries Scotland)
Professor Frances Fowle is Chair of Nineteenth-Century Art at the University of Edinburgh and
Senior Curator of French Art at the National Galleries of Scotland. She is also Chair of the
Association for Art History, a Senior Trustee of the Burrell Collection, Glasgow, and sits on the
TIAMSA Board. Frances is a specialist in late nineteenth-century art with an emphasis on artistic
networks, collecting and the art market in Britain. She has curated numerous international
exhibitions on Impressionism, Post-Impressionism and Symbolism, in collaboration with
institutions such as the Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum,
Madrid, the Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki, and the British Museum. Her books, exhibitions
and edited volumes include Van Gogh and Britain: Pioneer Collectors (2006), Monet and French
Landscape (2006), Impressionism and Scotland (2008), Van Gogh's Twin: the Scottish Art Dealer
Alexander Reid 1854-1928 (2010), Van Gogh to Kandinsky: Symbolist Landscape in Europe
1880-1910 (2012), American Impressionism: A New Vision 1880-1900 (2014), Daubigny, Monet
Van Gogh: Impressions of Landscape (2016), Nordic Artists Colonies 1870-1914 (2017) and
Globalising Impressionism: Reception, Translation and Transnationalism (2020).
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14:20 – Diana Davis (Independent, UK): ‘The New Race of Connoisseurs’: NineteenthCentury Dealers and the Museum
In 1880 Henry Cole, first director of the South Kensington Museum, wrote an obituary for the
dealer John Webb, describing him as ‘a connoisseur and collector of works of fine art…in whose
critical judgement the State and many private individuals placed the highest confidence.’ The
shop and the auction room had long served as a locus for implicit learning. However, as Cole’s
tribute underlined, from the 1850s dealers became important players in the public sphere, as
organizers of and lenders to public exhibitions, and as advisors, sellers, and donors to the
museum. This paper analyses the seminal contribution of nineteenth-century British dealers such
as Webb, Murray Marks, Isaac Falcke, and Thomas Miller Whitehead, in establishing the
decorative art collections at the British and South Kensington Museums. Despite the overlapping
competencies of dealer and curator and the dealer’s unrivalled understanding of the market, the
trope of the dealer as a rapacious and duplicitous tradesman persisted. J. C. Robinson, first
superintendent of the art collections at South Kensington, regarded dealers as competitors in the
scramble for art objects, the ‘new race of connoisseurs’ who used their public role to promote
themselves and increase the value of objects in the marketplace. Wherever the truth lay, the
enduring legacy of these early dealers in the development of Britain’s national art collections is
irrefutable.
Dr Diana Davis specializes in the interface between collectors, dealers, and the art market in the
nineteenth century. Her book, The Tastemakers: British Dealers and the Anglo-Gallic Interior,
1785-1865 was published by the Getty Research Institute in 2020. She has lectured for the
National Trust, Christie’s Education, GRHAM, the Wallace Collection, the Furniture History
Society, the ICAA, at Masterpiece and on the Jewish country house. She co-edits the French
Porcelain Society Journal, a leading peer-reviewed publication on European ceramics. Her
current research focuses on British dealers from the 1870s until 1930, the ‘modern antiquaire’.
14:40 – Tsukasa Kodera (Osaka University): ‘Siegfried Bing as a Global Art Dealer and
Promoter of Japonisme and Art Nouveau: His Activities in Japan’
S.Bing, art dealer and entrepreneur of Japonisme and Art Nouveau, played a prominent role in
the globalization of art market in the late 19th century. Although S.Bings archives seem to be lost
during the WWII, publications by G.Weisberg among others and recent discovery of August Bing
family archives have promoted new researches. In this paper I would like to shed new light on
S.Bing’s activities in and with Japan, based on my ongoing research and on my collaboration with
the August Bing archives in New Zealand. First I will briefly mention Bing’s tactics of trading
Japanese art until his sale of Japanese art to the Louvre and other museums, and his shift of
business to Art Nouveau in the 1890s. Secondly, I will focus on a publication Kwan-Ko-Dzu-Setsu
by Ninagawa, richly illustrated standard work on Japanese pottery, published in Japanese and
French in Yokohama. From this publication and from Ninagawa himself, early foreign collectors
like W.A.Franks, E.S.Morse and S.Bing, learned about Japanese pottery, and they all tried to buy
Ninagawa’s own pottery collection. I will show provenances of the Ninagawa potteries until they
entered the MFA Boston and the British Museum. Thirdly, I will show some new findings from my
ongoing research on Bing’s stay in Japan in 1880-81 and S.Bing & Co. in Yokohama and Kobe.
For a comprehensive survey of Bing’s entire career in Europe, America and Asia, a global
collaboration of scholars and museums is indispensable. I hope this paper could be the beginning
of such collaboration.
Tsukasa KŌDERA is professor of art history at Osaka University, and head of Research Project
“Globalization of Art Market. Western and Asian countries” (2019-23). He studied at Amsterdam
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University in 1981-88, and was a visiting scholar at the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw in
2004-05. His present concern is global art market in late 19th and early 20th century. He is currently
making a research on Siegfried Bing. Publications: Vincent van Gogh. Christianity versus Nature,
Amsterdam / Philadelphia 1990 (Ph.D. Amsterdam University, awarded Erasmus Study Prize);
Exh. cat. Van Gogh and Japan, Tokyo, Amsterdam (Van Gogh Museum) etc. 2017-18 (co-editor
& author) ; Tsukasa Kodera et al., Exposition de la gravure japonaise à l’École des Beaux-Arts à
Paris, 1890, organized by S.Bing, Special issue of Journal of Japonisme, vol.2, issue 1 (2017);
https://brill.com/view/journals/joj/2/1/joj.2.issue-1.xml; “S.Bing documentation, 1880s”, Philokalia,
2021. Publications on Van Gogh, ‘Chagall and Yiddish culture’ etc.
15:00 – Christian Huemer (Belvedere Research Center, Vienna): ‘Vienna 1900 – Building a
Museum of Modern Art’
Created in the spirit of the Enlightenment, public museums were meant to be places of learning,
and yet they were caught between art and money. In order to stage exhibitions of modern art,
curators depended on a tight network of agents in the international art market. Increasingly large
sums of money had to be raised to purchase French Impressionist and Post-Impressionist
paintings, for instance. By physically separating art from the hustle and bustle of modern life,
museums created an apparently independent universe as a prerequisite for the historicization of
the avant-garde.
Vienna’s Museum of Modern Art, initially called Moderne Galerie, and housed in the Belvedere
palace opened to the public in May 1903. The Baroque sequence of rooms provided by the
emperor was considered a provisionary frame for a fairly small and heterogeneous collection. The
anonymous author of the catalog preface pointed out that to this date Vienna had “no real
collecting point for the works of art of the last hundred years, as Munich, Berlin, Paris and other
cities have had for a long time.” Yet, who wanted this museum and for what purpose? Which
cultural policy goals were pursued? Who made the first acquisitions and with which collecting
strategy in mind?
This paper will investigate the Viennese art market around 1900 and compare the early acquisition
policy of the Moderne Galerie to museums devoted to modern art in other European countries
(Germany, France, etc.). I hope to shed light on the political, economic, and aesthetic interests of
the diverse groups advocating the project of a Moderne Galerie.
Christian Huemer is Director of the Belvedere Research Center. He studied art history at the
University of Vienna, the Paris Sorbonne, and the City University of New York where he submitted
a dissertation on Paris-Vienna: Modern Art Markets and the Transmission of Culture, 1873-1937.
He was Deputy Director of the International Centre for Culture and Management in Salzburg and
has taught at Hunter College in New York, the American University of Paris, and the Sotheby’s
Institute of Art in Los Angeles. 2008-2017 Huemer was responsible for the development of the
Getty Provenance Index® databases. In this context, he organized international research projects
such as Markt und Macht: Der Kunsthandel im ‘Dritten Reich’ (DeGruyter, 2017) or London and
the Emergence of a European Art Market, 1780-1820 (Getty Publications, 2019). He is founding
and board member of TIAMSA and editor-in-chief of the book series Studies in the History of
Collecting & Art Markets (Brill).
15:20 – Discussion
15:40 – Break
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Session 2 – Museums and Art Dealers (Part II)
Chair: Johannes Nathan (TIAMSA / Technische Universität Berlin) (chair@artmarketstudies.org)
With a PhD from the Courtauld Institute of Art, Johannes Nathan taught art history at the
University of Berne until 2001, when he became director of Galerie Nathan in Zurich (est. in
Munich in 1913). Building on his family’s expertise, he established Nathan Fine Art (Zurich /
Potsdam) in 2005, specializing in high quality private sales. He has taught Renaissance art history
and the history of the art market at the universities of Berlin (TU), Cologne, Leipzig, Lisbon, New
York (NYU) and Zurich. In 2012 he co-founded the Forum Kunst und Markt – Center for Art Market
Studies at TU Berlin (www.fokum.org), a platform for art market research which hosts lectures,
conferences and the Journal for Art Market Studies. He also directs the Art Market Dictionary
(AMD), serving as its Editor-in-Chief (due out in 2021). He is chairman and a founding member
of TIAMSA – The International Art Market Studies Association (www.artmarketstudies.org) and
also serves on the Board of the Swiss Art Dealers’ Association.
16:00 – Christel H. Force (Metropolitan Museum of Art / Independent, France): ‘Etienne Bignou:
The Gallery as Antechamber of the Museum’
The French dealer Etienne Bignou had a hand in shaping widely recognized museum collections.
A large number of Albert C. Barnes’ Matisses, Cézannes and Renoirs, and of Chester Dale’s
modern paintings—today at the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia and the National Gallery of Art
in Washington DC, respectively—share a Bignou provenance. Moreover, Bignou was a trailblazer
who organized museum-quality exhibitions and contributed to the canonization of contemporary
artists through retrospectives before museums did. In addition to his eponymous gallery, Bignou,
together with Galerie Bernheim-Jeune, owned the successful Galeries Georges Petit (1929-32)
which showcased some of the most groundbreaking modern-art exhibitions of the interwar period,
such as Matisse’s 1931 show and Picasso’s 1932 retrospective.
The director of the newly founded MoMA, Alfred H. Barr, Jr., organized his landmark Matisse
retrospective in 1931 on the heels of Bignou’s at Petit. That same year, when Barr approached
Picasso and his primary dealer, Paul Rosenberg, regarding a Picasso retrospective in New York,
they opted to support Bignou’s retrospective at Petit instead, forcing Barr to delay his project until
1939. Bignou’s Matisse show, also shown at the Kunsthalle Basel, thus led the way to MoMA’s,
and his 1932 Picasso exhibition as shown at the Kunsthaus in Zurich (after Paris) was the artist’s
first museum retrospective.
In the interwar years Bignou’s galleries procured artworks of the highest caliber to amateurs
whose collections hang in world-renowned museums today, and produced first-rate exhibitions
that were veritable tours de force, shaping the canon for subsequent museum retrospectives.
Dr. Christel H. Force is an independent scholar, formerly Associate Research Curator in Modern
and Contemporary Art at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (2005-2018). Previously she
held positions at The Museum of Modern Art (1990-2005) and the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum. Force obtained an art history degree from the Université Libre de Bruxelles; completed
her M.A. at McGill University in Montreal; was a fellow of the Whitney Museum of American Art’s
Independent Study Program (Curatorial); and received her PhD in 2001 from the City University
of New York, Graduate Center. Force is a Trustee of Christie’s Education New York; she serves
on the Advisory Board of Bloomsbury’s “Contextualizing Art Markets” book series; and was a
Steering Committee member of the German/American Provenance Research Exchange Program
for Museum Professionals (2017-19).
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16:20 – Anne Helmreich, Sanda van Ginhoven and DiAndra Reyes (Getty Research Institute):
‘The Middle Men of Art: Knoedlers and the Building of the Great American Collections’
In 1938, writer Sallie Faxon Saunders enlightened readers of Vogue as to the inside secrets of
New York art dealers, whom she dubbed “the middle men of art.” Knoedler’s firm, in her
estimation, was neither the most adventuresome nor the most fashionable but had earned a
reputation of “building collections, great collections” as their “chief work.” Names dropped – Henry
Clay Frick, Mrs. Jack Gardner, Andrew Mellon, and P. A. B. Widener—are as recognizable today
as they were then as these collectors’ acquisitions went on to form the backbone of a number of
important American art museums.
Working closely with the Knoedler archives held by the Getty Research Institute and taking a
data-driven approach, this paper proposes to examine critically Knoedler’s role in institutional
collecting, focusing on their activities c. 1880-1930, decades that witnessed the growth and
consolidation of many American museums. Working from the stockbooks, we examine transaction
trends to understand better Knoedler’s business model. Turning to museum provenance chains,
we investigate Knoedler’s role in the histories of objects that became part of permanent
collections. At the intersection of these two overlapping circles of inquiry is the collector, whose
role we elucidate through analysis of larger patterns and closer readings of case studies. Our
study reveals that while Knoedler never sought the spotlight in the same fashion as their
competitor Duveen, who made visible his mark on museums by funding galleries that bear his
name, their activities left a pronounced and recoverable trace in American museum collections.
Anne Helmreich is Associate Director, Getty Foundation, and formerly Associate Director, Digital
Initiatives, Getty Research Institute, both of the J. Paul Getty Trust. Her current research focuses
on the history of the art market and the productive intersection of the digital humanities and art
history. She and Pamela Fletcher recently co-authored the epilogue to Art Crossing Borders: The
Birth of an Integrated Art Market in the Age of Nation States (Europe, c. 1780-1914) (Brill, 2019). In
2019, she co-edited, with Murtha Baca and Melissa Gill, a special issue of Visual Resources
dedicated to digital art history.
Sandra van Ginhoven is head of the Project for the Study of Collecting and Provenance at the
Getty Research Institute, department responsible for the Getty Provenance Index® databases,
currently being remodeled as Linked Open Data. Her study of the art trade between the Southern
Netherlands and Spanish America during the seventeenth century was published by Brill in 2016.
Among her current interests is exploring how large data sets can be used to study and visualize
relationships, patterns, and trends in the history of collecting, provenance and the art markets.
DiAndra Reyes joined the Getty Research Institute as a Research Assistant in 2019. She was
previously a Marrow Undergraduate Intern at Corita Art Center in the summer of 2018. In her
current role for the project, she does research on American collectors, assembles metadata on
museum provenance records, builds data visualizations and supports metadata cleanup for the
Provenance Index Remodel Project. Her time on the project and Provenance Index department
has sparked a deep interest in the digital humanities in her; thus, she will embark on a Masters of
Library & Information Science program at UCLA in the coming fall.
16:40 – Discussion
17:00 – Networking / Discussion Sessions
17:25 – Brief conclusions
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WORKSHOP 2
Friday 7 May 2021, 14:00–18:00 BST
Sessions 3 & 4
14:00 – Welcome
Session 3 – Museums and Collectors / Patrons
Chair: Mark Westgarth (University of Leeds)
Mark Westgarth is Associate Professor in Art History and Museum Studies at the University of
Leeds in the UK. He is founder and Director of the Centre for the Study of the Art & Antiques
Market in the School of Fine Art, History of Art & Cultural Studies. His research interests are
focused on the history of the art market, and the history of antique dealing and collecting, and
more especially the agency and social and cultural identity of the dealer in the 19th and 20th
centuries. He is author of A Biographical Dictionary of 19th Century Antique & Curiosity Dealers
(2011), SOLD! The Great British Antiques Story (2019) and more recently, The Emergence of the
Antique & Curiosity Dealer in Britain 1815-1850: the commodification of historical objects (2020).
He was guest curator for the recent exhibition, ‘SOLD! The Great British Antiques Story’ at The
Bowes Museum, County Durham in the UK, staged from January to May in 2019. Mark was
Principal Investigator on the AHRC funded project Antique Dealers: the British Antique Trade in
the 20th Century, a cultural geography (2013-2016) and is currently PI on the AHRC funded project
The Year of the Dealer.
14:05 – Morgane Weinling (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne): ‘Trade, Art Market and
Museum: Alfred Chauchard’s Legacy to the Louvre’
This work proposes to question the origins of the legend grew around Alfred Chauchard (18211909), Parisian multimillionaire, founder and director of the Department store Les Grands
Magasins du Louvre, collector and museum donator. Built between trade, art market and
museum, Chauchard’s character, either real or coming from the fantasies of his critical reception,
will be approached through his “three Louvre”, a loanword coming from the press referring to the
store he created, the collection he owned, and the museum to which he made his legacy.
Focusing alternately on these three places, which also correspond to three parts of his life, we
will show how his different facets, director of a large firm, collector and, finally, museum donator,
are intertwined in a complicated web of recurrent analogies and – more or less cultivated –
confusions. From his commercial strategy, basing the store’s corporate image on the famous
palace, to his private collection inspired by the Louvre museum, but also advices from actors of
the art market, Chauchard’s character has time and again proved to be a paradox. An ambiguity
that crystallizes in his legacy to the Louvre museum in 1909: called “museum” when it was kept
in a certain secret, away from a large public, in the house of the avenue Vélasquez, the collection
suddenly entering the public place of a state museum was later accused of being too influenced
by commercial interests.
Morgane Weinling is PhD student in history of art since 2016 at the Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
University under the direction of M. le professeur Dominique Poulot. After two dissertations on
the collectors Albert de Dietrich and Alfred Chauchard, her doctoral work is now focusing on the
role of public and private protagonists in the construction of art speech in France between 1850
and 1939, through the case of « l’École de 1830 ». Laureate of the Bourses Immersion from the
Laboratoire d’excellence Création Art Patrimoine (Labex CAP) in partnership with the Louvre
museum, she worked on the exhibition Eugène Delacroix (1798-1863) which took place at the
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Louvre in 2018. Since 2018, she is teaching assistant at the Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
University at the history of art department and, since 2021, at the Sorbonne school of arts. She
also participates to several national and international events and publications linked to her work.
14:25 – Simon Spier (University of Leeds): ‘Creating the Bowes Museum: Collectors,
Museums and the Market for Decorative Arts in the 1860s and 1870s’
This paper explores the formation of the founding collection of The Bowes Museum, County
Durham, amassed on the French art market in the 1860s and 70. The objectives of the museum’s
founders John Bowes (1811-1885) and Joséphine Coffin-Chevalier (1825-1874) lie between
philanthropy, in wishing to establish a public museum from the outset, and the preservation of
their legacy in attaching their name to it. However, their collecting, and in particular that of
Joséphine Coffin-Chevalier, has been characterised as eclectic and random at best, and a mere
obsession with bibelots at worst.
This paper will dispute this view by investigating their sustained and systematic use of art and
antique dealers in order to form a collection that was in dialogue with contemporary museum
practice, and the establishing discourses around the history of decorative arts. The rapid rise in
professionalisation of antique dealers in the second half of the nineteenth century meant that the
spheres of the market and the museum overlapped more than ever, with each fuelling the
development of the other. This paper will suggest that the Bowes took full advantage of this in
order to build a scholarly and important collection, with relative ease, that keyed into the
concurrent debates of how a public museum should function.
Dr Simon Spier recently completed his AHRC Collaborative Doctoral Partnership project with the
University of Leeds & The Bowes Museum with his thesis titled ‘Creating The Bowes Museum
c.1858-1917: Private Collecting and the Art Marker in the Public Art Museum’.
14:45 – Alicia Hughes (Independent, UK): ‘Rosalind Birnie Philip: How one Woman Shaped
the Legacy of James McNeill Whistler’
Rosalind Birnie Philip (1873-1958) is perhaps best known as the sister-in-law to James NcNeill
Whistler (1834-1903). After the death of Whistler’s wife, Beatrix, in 1896, Rosalind became
Whistler’s ward, managing his household and eventually acting as executer of Whistler’s estate
when the artist died in 1903. Thirty-two years after the artist’s death, Rosalind gave the first of
three gifts to the University of Glasgow which effectively created one of the most important
Whistler collections in the world. This world-class collection has enabled important research on
Whistler’s life and his artistic practice, but little is known about how the collection came to Glasgow
or the role that Rosalind played in developing and caring for the collection. To what extent did her
management of Whistler’s estate and her dealings with printers, publishers and museum
professionals shape the artist’s legacy in the years following his death?
This paper will position Rosalind as an agent acting on Whistler’s behalf after his death. Drawing
on unpublished correspondence in the University of Glasgow Special Collections, I explore her
dealings with museums such as the Victoria & Albert and her involvement in the posthumous
display of Whistler’s works at other institutions. Similarly, I will consider her role in authorising the
printing of posthumous impressions by printers like Nathaniel Sparks specifically for the art
market. Close physical examination of etchings by Whistler in The Hunterian Museum & Art
Gallery reveals that Rosalind inscribed her own collector’s mark on certain impressions. Likewise,
Rosalind bought Whistler works from other dealers and collectors to address gaps and build up
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the collection. In some instances, Rosalind gifted works from the collection to friends and
acquaintances. By exploring Rosalind’s active role in caring for and developing her collection, we
can come closer to understanding how one woman helped to shape the legacy of one of the most
important artists of the 19th century.
Dr Alicia Hughes is an art historian, and specialist in eighteenth and nineteenth collecting
histories. Following completion of her MSc in Museum Studies and Histories of Collecting and
Collections (Distinction), she undertook her PhD in History of Art as part of the Leverhulme Trustfunded ‘Collections: an Enlightenment Pedagogy for the 21st Century’ project at the University of
Glasgow. Her doctoral thesis focused on the history of William Hunter’s (1718-1783) paper
museum of collected and commissioned drawings and prints.
Subsequent roles include Assistant Curator at The Hunterian, where she researched the history
of the The James McNeill and Beatrix Whistler Collection and contributed to the exhibition,
‘Whistler: Art & Legacy’ (summer 2021). She is the author of ‘From “a nibble” to “golden guineas”:
Joanna Mary Boyce, Henry Tanworth Wells and George Price Boyce, and the Art Market 18501861,” in Joanna Mary Boyce, Henry Tanworth Wells and George Price Boyce: British Painters in
the Nineteenth Century, edited by Katie T. J. Herrington (forthcoming, Boydell & Brewer, 2021).
15:05 – Isobel MacDonald (British Museum): ‘Filling in the Gaps of His Collection?: A
Reassessment of Sir William Burrell’s (1861-1958) Late Collecting Practice, 1944-1958’
In 1944 the Glaswegian mercantile collector, Sir William Burrell (1861-1958) and his wife Lady
Constance Burrell (1871-1961) gifted a collection of over 6,000 works of art to the Corporation of
Glasgow. An easy narrative to deduct from this is one of a Scottish collection destined to the
Burrells’s native city. However, the reality is not so simple. For a number of years running up to
1944 Burrell was in discussion, initially with the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and then
with the London County Council about leaving the collection to a London location. A letter between
the Director of Glasgow Art Galleries, Tom J. Honeyman (1891-1971), and Sir Kenneth Clark
(1903-1983) from 1946, suggests that originally Burrell was not satisfied that Glasgow was the
right place for the gift, as it was not at the centre of the art world. This paper assesses Burrell’s
final years of collecting within the context of intention and location. After the gift, Burrell’s rate of
acquisitions accelerated, amassing a further 2,000 objects before his death in 1958. Previous
research has put this down to Burrell’s desire to fill the gaps of his collection, and link this to his
frustrations over the struggle to find a suitable site. This paper offers an alternative reading of
Burrell’s late collecting practice within the specific context of Glasgow’s museum collections in the
1940s and 1950s. It raises the question: if Burrell’s bid to leave the collection to London had been
successful, would he have felt the need to fill in its gaps?
Dr Isobel MacDonald is a collecting historian and specialist in late-nineteenth and twentieth
century British collecting history. She is currently working as a Project Curator at the British
Museum, researching the history of the Museum’s collection. Her role takes a holistic approach
to the Museum’s global collections, across both time and place, as a means of developing a way
to better understanding how the collection came together.
Isobel read Art History at the University of Glasgow, later completing a masters in the History of
Collecting (Distinction) and a fully-funded Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) PhD;
both from Glasgow. Her doctoral thesis was in collaboration with The Burrell Collection in Glasgow
and focused on Sir William Burrell (1861-1958) as a collector. She is the co-author of a
forthcoming biography on Burrell, William Burrell: a life (Glasgow & Birlinn Ltd., 2022).
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15:25 – Discussion
15:50 – Break
Session 4 – Women Collectors and Museums
Chair: Frances Fowle (University of Edinburgh and National Galleries Scotland)
Professor Frances Fowle is Chair of Nineteenth-Century Art at the University of Edinburgh and
Senior Curator of French Art at the National Galleries of Scotland. She is also Chair of the
Association for Art History, a Senior Trustee of the Burrell Collection, Glasgow, and sits on the
TIAMSA Board. Frances is a specialist in late nineteenth-century art with an emphasis on artistic
networks, collecting and the art market in Britain. She has curated numerous international
exhibitions on Impressionism, Post-Impressionism and Symbolism, in collaboration with
institutions such as the Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum,
Madrid, the Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki, and the British Museum. Her books, exhibitions
and edited volumes include Van Gogh and Britain: Pioneer Collectors (2006), Monet and French
Landscape (2006), Impressionism and Scotland (2008), Van Gogh's Twin: the Scottish Art Dealer
Alexander Reid 1854-1928 (2010), Van Gogh to Kandinsky: Symbolist Landscape in Europe
1880-1910 (2012), American Impressionism: A New Vision 1880-1900 (2014), Daubigny, Monet
Van Gogh: Impressions of Landscape (2016), Nordic Artists Colonies 1870-1914 (2017) and
Globalising Impressionism: Reception, Translation and Transnationalism (2020).
16:00 – Rebecca Tilles (Hillwood Estate, Museum and Gardens): ‘The Art Market and Museum
Collecting: Marjorie Merriweather Post’s Hillwood and the Vision from a Private Collection
to Public Museum’
Marjorie Merriweather Post (1887-1973) was one of the most influential female collectors,
philanthropist, and businesswoman of the twentieth century. Born in Springfield, Illinois to a
middle-class family, she inherited the helm of the Postum Cereal Company, eventually becoming
the director of General Foods, from her father at the age of 27, making her one of the wealthiest
women in America. She designed and decorated a multitude of impressive residences, notably a
sprawling 54-room triplex apartment on Fifth Avenue in Manhattan (1925), the Mar-A-Lago estate
in Palm Beach (1927), Adirondack Great Camp Topridge, New York (1923), and finally Hillwood,
Washington, DC (1955).
For many of these residences, she relied and collaborated with a select number of designers,
architects and dealers, including Sir Joseph Duveen, Jacques Seligman, French and Company,
Joseph Urban, McMillan Inc., and Alexander McIlvaine. Through these relationships, and as a
result her frequent travels overseas, she developed an interest in 18th-century and 19th-century
English, French and Russian paintings, furniture and decorative arts, and precious jewels and
objects of virtue. Between 1937-1939, she served as Ambassadress to the Soviet Union and
Belgium, thus propelling her collecting of Russian 18th-and 19th-century imperial works of art.
From the time of its acquisition, design and renovation, Post envisioned her collection and final
residence in Washington DC as a future museum, often conferring with the National Trust for
Historic Preservation as well as other knowledgeable institutions. She hired a private curator,
Marvin Ross, to work with her collections and prepare for the professional management of her
vast holdings, knowing that the collection would someday be part of a public museum. Beginning
in 1965, her collecting vision shifted to reflect new acquisitions appropriate for a museum. In 1962,
the press reported Post’s intent to gift Hillwood to the Smithsonian Institution upon her death and
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the official agreement was signed in 1968. In autumn 1977, Hillwood opened to the public,
operating instead as a family foundation. This paper will trace Marjorie Post’s trajectory as a
collector, focusing on her vision for Hillwood as both a private residence and entertainment space,
culminating in a public museum, as the ultimate example of museum patronage.
Dr Rebecca Tilles is Associate Curator of 18th Century French & Western European Fine &
Decorative Arts at Hillwood Estate, Museum & Gardens in Washington, DC. At Hillwood, she
curated the exhibition Perfume & Seduction (2019) and is currently organizing an exhibition of
outdoor garden sculpture by the artist Kristine Mays entitled Rich Soil (June 26, 2021-January 9,
2022), as well as The Luxury of Clay: Porcelain Past and Present (February 16-June 26, 2022).
Rebecca is also organizing a spotlight exhibition entitled “Marjorie Merriweather Post and the
Diplomacy of Philanthropy,” in partnership with the State Department, at the National Museum of
American Diplomacy in Washington, D.C. (2022). Rebecca completed her PhD in Art History from
the University of Sussex (2019) where her dissertation was entitled George and Florence
Blumenthal: A Collecting Partnership in the Gilded Age, 1858-1941.” Prior to beginning her PhD,
Rebecca worked as a curatorial research fellow in decorative arts and sculpture in the Art of
Europe Department at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. She holds a BA (with honors) in French
and French Cultural Studies from Wellesley College (2003), an MA in European Decorative Arts
from The Bard Graduate Center in New York (2007), and studied at the Ecole du Louvre, Paris.
Rebecca has lectured for The Society for the History of Collecting, The Royal Oak Foundation,
ICOM, The Furniture History Society, and Sotheby’s Institute of Art. She recently published “The
Artistic Patronage and Transatlantic Connections of Florence Blumenthal” in the Journal ’19
(Issue 31) Women Collectors: Taste, Legacy, and Cultural Philanthropy c. 1850-1920 and is
currently working on a new publication, in collaboration with Hillwood curators, on the collection
and residences of Marjorie Merriweather Post (Rizzoli, 2022).
16:20 – Mackenzie Mallon (Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art): ‘A Seed of Desire: Effie Seachrest
and Women Collectors in Kansas City and Beyond’
As a young child in mid-1870s Missouri, Effie Seachrest received a small engraving of Arthur and
Guinevere as a birthday present from a neighbor. This simple gift sparked a lifelong pursuit of art
for Seachrest (1869–1952), whose belief that “little collections in youth become great collections
in maturity” underscored her work as a driving force behind private collecting in Kansas City for
fifty years. Her role as an art teacher, agent and dealer is relatively unknown today, primarily
because most of her clients were women, but recent provenance research revealed the extent of
Seachrest’s influence on the art market. By introducing the women of Kansas City to collecting,
she in turn introduced the global art market to the opportunities available in the Midwest. Her
small classes for women grew into a broad community of collectors and art advocates that
reaches far beyond its Midwestern origins. She laid the foundation for a community artistic
passion that ultimately contributed to the development of the Nelson-Atkins Museum and a
broader spirit of collecting in the American Midwest, and she serves as a model for women’s
influence in the art market during the 20th century. “If I can get a young person to buy a print, one
good print,” she said, “I have planted a seed of desire for better artistic things. Get them to start
small collections, and later when developed taste and money are available, you have the material
of a real collector.”
MacKenzie Mallon (mmallon@nelson-atkins.org) is the Provenance Specialist at The NelsonAtkins Museum of Art in Kansas City, Missouri, where she coordinates provenance research on
the museum collection. Her primary research interest is World War II-era provenance and the
history of collections. MacKenzie curated the exhibitions Braving Shells for Art: the Monuments
Men of the Nelson-Atkins (2014) and Discriminating Thieves: Nazi-Looted Art and Restitution
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(2019), and is currently planning an exhibition on the first two decades of collecting at the NelsonAtkins (summer 2021). Her most recent publication is “Laying the Foundation: Harold Woodbury
Parsons and the Making of an American Museum” in Art Markets, Agents and Collectors:
Collecting Strategies in Europe and the USA: 1550-1950 (March 2021). In addition to her research
on the Nelson-Atkins collection, she enjoys serving as a speaker and moderator at provenance
research-related programs.
16:40 – Gloria Köpnick (Lyonel-Feininger-Gallery): ‘The "Princess of the Hohenhof": Gertrud
Osthaus: A Forgotten Female Collector’
Gertrud Osthaus was one of the most important patrons of modern art in Germany around 1900
and 1920. As a wealthy textile manufacturer's daughter, Gertrud Colsman, born in 1880, had
devoted herself with all her might to the 'beautification of the world'. Together with her husband,
the collector Karl Ernst Osthaus, who came from a very wealthy family as well, she founded the
first Museum of Modern Art in the Ruhr area: The Folkwang Museum. Now the task is to
investigate her part in building the collection as well as her artist network.
When Gertrud’s husband finally becomes aware of his long-suppressed homosexuality, her life's
utopia and the dream of a symbiosis of art and life was irreversible destroyed: she turns away
from the cultural scene and exchanges her beautiful villa for a life on a farm, which she manages
with her second husband, a former teacher of the Hagen Folkwangschule. Together, the couple
ran one of the first Demeter farms and around 1930 they were among the pioneers of
anthroposophical agriculture in Germany. In 1933 Gertrud, meanwhile married Stickforth, again
dreamt of a cultural renewal: this time by the National Socialists. Disappointed by political
developments and impoverished by hyperinflation Gertrud Stickforth died 1975 on her farm. In
addition to her outstanding dedication to modern art, her life’s journey exemplifies the great
utopias and temptations of the 20th century.
Dr. Gloria Köpnick is director of the Lyonel-Feininger-Gallery (Quedlinburg, Germany). After
studying art history at the Freie Universität Berlin, she worked at the Oldenburg State Museum of
Art and Cultural History from 2014 to 2020. Her work and research interests include modern art,
the cultural history of the Weimar Republic, and the Bauhaus. She is a freelance author, critic,
and lecturer. Her publications include the books "Zwischen Utopie und Anpassung. Das Bauhaus
in Oldenburg" (2019), "Die Bauhaus Postkarten“ (2019), the biography "Hin Bredendieck. From
Aurich to Atlanta" (2020) and "Max Liebermanns Garten" (2021). Together with Prof. Dr. Rainer
Stamm, director of the Oldenburg State Museum, she is currently working on a biography of the
collector couple Gertrud and Karl Ernst Osthaus, which will be published in 2022 (C.H.Beck
publishing house).
17:00 – Discussion
17:20 – Networking / Discussion Sessions
17:50 – Brief conclusions
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